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摘要:本研究皆在探討台灣共同基金進行合併或清算的決定因素，以及合併

後基金股東的財富影響效果 。 實證結果發現，清算基金的績效表現是最差

的，同家族內的合併基金表現次之，而存活的基金表現是最好的。從基金流

量的角度觀察，前期績效較差且長期資金淨流出的基金會增加被清算的機

率;另一方面，前期績效較差但短期資金淨流出的基金則較容易進行同機構

內基金的合併動作 。 透過相互合併的基金樣本發現，主併基金的績效在併購

後呈現明顯的衰退，相反的，併購對於被併基金是最有利的 。 意味著合併過

程可能造成主併基金股東的財富移轉至目標基金的投資人 。 今併後存續下來

的基金，併購之後的資金仍然呈現淨流出的現象 。 由於併購改善經濟規模效

果，存續基金的費用率可望在今併後的第二年出現下降的情況 。

關鍵詞:共同基金;績效;清算;合併

Abstract : This study examines the determinants of mutual fund mergers and 

liquidations, and discusses the subsequent wealth impacts of mergers on investors 

in the Taiwan Mutual Fund Industry. Liquidated funds showed the worst 

performance, funds merged within the same family ranked second, and surviving 
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funds were the best. Poor prior perfo口nance and long-term fund outf1ows 

increase the possibility of being liquidated. Similarly, poor prior performance and 

short-term fund outf1ows lead to higher odds of a within-family merger. Investors 

in an acquiring fund experienced a significant deterioration in performance 

subsequent to the merger activity. In contrast, the investors of target funds 

benefited from these combinations. The net asset f10ws continued to remain 

negative for the combined fund in the year following the merger. The expense 

ratio of combined funds declined in the second post-merger year due to improved 

economies of scale after the merger. 

Keywords: Mutual fund; Performance; Flow; Liquidationk; Merger 

1. Introduction 

Given the rapid growth in the Taiwan mutual fund industry during the 199缸，

the investment trust companies have designed and initiated many new financial 

products. Meanwhile, a large number of funds have also exited the market over 

the past few years. Mutual fund closures are not extraordinary events; actually, 
they happen all the time as part of the fund industry's natural business cycle. In 

particular, due to the decline of the global stock market in late 2008, the numbers 

of defunct funds reached a record level in 2008. 

Mutual fund liquidation and fund mergers are normal market exit 

mechanisms and are considered to be one means of reducing what may be 

perceived as an excessive supply (Zhao 2005). Fund families are in business to 

make a profit, with the hope that funds can operate with economies of scale in 

which bigger is better from a cost-savings perspective. As costs increase and the 

fund families start to feel that it is becoming unprofitable to operate, the fund will 

be faced with the choice of being terminated or merged with other funds. In 

addition to the consideration of costs and profitabili旬， fund families may merge 

funds because the merger gets rid of bad performers, so that dreary track records 

disappear from fund literature and databases, making the fund families look better 

than they really are. After thoroughly considering various factors like prior 
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performance and flows , fund families make decisions about whether a mutual 

fund should be liquidated, merged, or kept in the fund market 

The relevant factors guiding fund families' exit choices have attracted some 

attention, but only a few papers are dedicated exclusively to this topic (Jayaraman, 

Khorana and Nelling, 2002; Zhao, 2005). The survivorship bias Iiterature also 

addresses issues regarding the fund exit process. For example, several studies 

have shown that poor performance increases the exit probability of a fund , and 

that funds are more likely to exit when overall market performance is poor (see 

Brown and Goetzmann, 1995; Elton, Gruber and Blake, 1996; Hendricks, Patel, 

and Zeckhauser, 1997; Lund巴， Timmermann and Blake, 1999). ln addition, due to 

the economies of scale, the likelihood of a fund exit may be inversely related to 

the fund size (see Brown and Goetzmann, 1995; Elton, Gruber and Blake, 1996; 

Jayaraman, Khorana and Nelling, 2002) 

One purpose of this paper is to investigate the determinants of the decision 

to terminate funds by fund companies in the Taiwan mutual fund industry. This 

research is motivated by certain features of Taiwan fund companies. First, by the 

current Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation (TSEC) rules, only the surviving 

fund's record should be repo口ed. This rule motivates fund families to terrninate 

funds with poor performances. By doing so, they improve the image of the entire 

family , because they no longer have to keep track of the poor records of funds 

liquidated or merged out of existence. Second, ln the United States, a mutual fund 

is a separate entity, a trust or co叩oration ， with its own board of directors, usually 

consisting of a majority of independent directors. By contrast, Taiwan investment 

trusts do not have a corporate form of organization. Mutual fund companies in 

Taiwan sell trust certificates, not shares, to investors and a mutual fund company 

can concurrently manage several mutual funds (Lin, 2004). As a result, it is the 

fund complex, rather than the fund itself, that decides whether a fund should exit 

Therefore, this paper treats exit decisions as a function of the characteristics of 

both individual funds and fund families, rather than of solely individual funds 

This differs from Jayaraman, Khorana, and Nelling (2002), who treated merge 

decisions as decisions made by individual 臼nds .
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In addition, though the mutual fund industry in Taiwan has grown rapidly 

and there are an increasing number of mutual funds leaving the market, to the 

best of our knowledge no attention has been paid to the topic of fund c10sures 

For a relatively small scale industry with few professional mutual fund managers, 

the Taiwan mutual fund industry has funds that are fairly easy to operate without 

economics of scales and therefore easy to exit 企om the market. By studying the 

determinants that have led to the decision to terminate funds in the Taiwan 

mutual fund industry, we intend to fill in the research gap in this area 

Our results show that decisions related to both liquidation and mergers were 

negatively related to fund size, past fund flows and past fund performance. In 

addition, as expected, the fewer the family flows, the greater the probability that a 

fund would be liquidated. Finally, a fund family in our studies liquidated both a 

poorly-performing and a long-term outflow fund, but merged a 

poorly-performing fund with another one within a family if it had only 

experienced short-term fund outflows. This phenomenon may be attributed to the 

fact that the fund family attempted to retain valuable c1 ient sources and 

distribution channels within the family , if a fund with poor performance had only 

experienced short-term asset outflows. 

In the context of wealth effects, investors of target funds benefited from the 

merger activity at the expense of investors in acquiring funds . Specifically, target 

fund investors experienced significant improvements in performance and a 

reduction in expense ratios after the merger. In contrast, acquiring fund investors 

experienced a signi日cant deterioration in postrnerger performance. Finally, 

because a fund family could retain fund assets if it merged other funds , the 

combinded fund had an increase in assets under management, even though the net 

asset flows remained negative for the combined fund in the year following the 

merger. 

The remainder of this paper is divided into six sections, beginning with this 

Introduction. Section 2 describes the related literature regarding determinants of 

fund exits. Section 3 outlines the data and statistic methodology. Section 4 

contains the empirical determinants for Iiquidations and merges, and Section 5 
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addresses the wealth and other effects surrounding the merger. Section 6 

concludes the study. 

2. Potential Determinants of Fund Exits 

When deciding to terrninate a fund, a fund family has, in addition to mergers, 
altemative exit forrns (such as liquidation) based on different considerations 

(Zhao, 2005) . Specifically, exits may take the forrn of liquidation or a merger 

with another portfolio either within the same fund family (“within-family 

merger") or in other fami \ies (“across-family merger可 (Zhao ， 2005) . Among 

these possibi \i ties, we found that fund companies in Taiwan seldom merged their 

defunct funds with a fund in other families. 2 As a result, our sample only 

consisted oftwo main categories: liquidation and within-family mergers 

The exit forrns of liquidation and a within-family merger share some 

common features, indicating that they may share common deterrninants. However, 

liquidation may not serve the purpose of a merger. Specifically, \iquidations 

involve the sale of all of a fund 's assets and the distribution of the proceeds to the 

fund investors. ln comparison, mutual fund mergers lead to consolidation in the 

fund industry. Also, assets of portfolios liquidated are eliminated from th巴 fund

companies, while assets of within-family mergers are stiU under management of 

the fund complexes. Therefore, there must be reasons why the defunct funds take 

different exit forrns ; motives for fund exits for liquidations and within-family 

mergers are examined in detail in the remainder of this paper. Because exit forrns 

depend on different considerations by fund families and objective-related issues, 

the study discusses the deterrninants for liquidations and within-family mergers at 

the mutual fund leve\, at the family level and finally at the objective leve l. To 

help illustrate the hypotheses, Table 1 summarizes the hypothesized signs of the 

potential deterrninants for each exit forrn 

2 According to the definition ofan across-fam ily merger, only two samples were c1assified as such: the 
merger between the UBS Strong Fund and the Cathay Dragon Fund, and the merger between the UBS 
Genghis Khan Fund and the Cathay Dragon Fund. Hence, we did not consider across-family mergers 
in our study. 
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Table 1 

Summary of the Hypothesized Effects of Potential Determinants on Various 

Exit Forms 
This table summarizes the hypothesized signs of the potential determinants for each exit form. A 
positive sign (+) indicates 出at a higher value of the corresponding variable is expected to increase 
the likelihood of the exit foπn， while a negative sign indicates that a higher value of the 
corresponding variables is e次pected to decrease the likelihood of the exit form. A question mark 
(?) indicates that the corresponding variable is not expected to significantly affect the likelihood 
ofthe exit form 

Variables 
Family Level 

Fund number 
Net asset flow 
Performance 

Objective Level 
Fund number 
Net asset flow 
Performance 

Fund Level 
Size 
Net asset flow 
Age 
Performance 
Expense ratio 
b旦旦旦

Within-famil之旦erger

+ 

? 

.+.+7

. 

Liquidation 

+ 

+ 

? 

+ 
? 

2.1. Common Determinants for Liquidations and Mergers 

2.1.1. Fund level: Performance, Size, Asset Flow, and Expense Ratio 

Funds exit the market for a variety of reasons, with poor performance 

ranked as one ofthe primaηcauses. Poor performance reduces asset flows , 
as investors choose not to buy into a fund that isn 't doing well. It also 

lowers the mutual fund management firm's track record. Ifthe firm has five 

funds and four of them are doing well, closing the poor performer gives the 

firm a track record based on four successful funds . In order to preserve 

records of superior family performance, which is critical in light of the 

positive relationship between performance and subsequent asset flows , it is 
rational for the family to eliminate funds with poor performance via a 

merger or liquidation. Poor performance also results in bad publicity, which 
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can lead to large redemptions. Thus, mergers and liquidations are motivated, 
to a large degree, by the need to hide the performance of failing funds 

(Jayaraman, Khorana and l'、Jelling， 2002; Zhao 2005; Khorana, Tufano and 

Wedge, 2007), and funds that disappear tend to do so due to their 叮叮 poor

performance over a period of time, or to the fact that their total market 

value does not provide sufficient management fees to maintain the fund 

(see Brown and Goetzmann, 1995; Elton, Gruber and Blake, 1996; 

Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser, 1997; Lun缸， Timmermann and Blake, 

1999). Along the same line of reasoning, a fund that has a poor economy of 

scale, which might be discemible in higher expense ratios, is more likely to 

be liquidated or merged within a family . 

ln addition, fund size and fund flows also play an important role as 

determinants of survival or exit (Brown and Goetzmann, 1995; Elton, 

Gruber and Blake, 1996; Jayaraman, Khorana and 1、Jelling ， 2002; Zhao, 

2005). If a fund is too small to achieve the economies of scale, the fund 

family is more likely to terminate the portfolio to avoid net losses through 

liquidation or a merger with similar investment objectives (see Indro et al., 

1999; Perold and Salomon, 1991). Hence, if a fund is small in size or 

generates low flows that might lead to small size, the fund family is more 

likely to terminate the fund to circumvent net losses. 

2.1.2. Family Level: Numbers of Funds and Asset Flows 

As mentioned by Audretsch (1 994) , institutions belonging to a 

multi-plant finn may have a higher likelihood of exit than independent 

institutions. Along this line of reasoning, in order to preserve or improve 

their reputation, a large family of funds may choose to liquidate or merge a 

poorly-performing fund, because they are in a better position to consolidate 

their product offerings without adversely affecting the investment choices 

available to their investors (Jayaraman, Khorana and Nelling, 2002). Also, 

in contrast to smaller fund families, which may have fewer corresponding 

funds available to combine with a poorly performing fund , large fund 

families are more likely to fmd an acquiring fund for within-family 
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mergers. Therefore, the large families may show a stronger likelihood to 

participate in a within-farnily mutual fund merger to clear up funds with 

poor performance. Finally，臼nd families experiencing low net asset f10ws 

are more likely to get rid of those funds with poor performance, low net 

f10ws or small size, either by liquidation or a merger, in order to stay 

focused (Zhao, 2005). 

2.1.3. Objective Level: Performance and Asset Flow 

The investment objective of a fund is often regarded as an industry. The 

industrial organization literature suggests that a lack of industry growth tends to 

result in firm exits (see Ilmakunnas and Topi , 1999; Doi, 1999). As a result, 

mutual fund exits are more apt to occur in regard to investment objectives with 

poor performance or poor net flows (Zhao, 2005) 

2.2. Determioaots with Differeot Effects 00 the Two Exit Forms 

2.2.1. Fund Level: Age and Uniqueness 

In the industrial organization literature, Audretsch (1995) has indicated that a 

firm's age could have different effects on the exit forms. ln addition, the existing 

literature based on the US data posits that portfolio age has a significant effect on 

the decision whether to liquidate or merge (Jayaraman, Khorana and Nelling, 
2002; Zhao, 2005), because mutual fund ratings are generally available for funds 

with a minimum history of three years. As a consequence, a family might 

liquidate a portfolio that does not meet expectations in its eariy stage, in order to 

avoid poor Momingstar ratings. However, since it takes time to develop ciients 

and distribution channels, a fund family may merge the fund with longer histories 

within the family (Zhao, 2005) 

In addition, fund families may spread their funds across a variety of 

investment objectives in an a前empt to extend their offerings in a s甘ateglc move 

(Mamaysky and Spiegel, 2002). Zhao (2005) posits that funds with different 

investment objectives may invest in different assets, and fund families may set up 

new funds with objectives different 企om eXlstlllg ones, to attract more lllvestors 

and expand their market share. If the fund is the only one with a certain 
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investment objective in the family, the fund will be considered truly unique in the 

famil y. Although a unique fund can satisfy the requirement of some particular 

investors by 0仟'ering special assets management and trading strategies, a unique 

fund also entails special research costs and marketing efforts. To achieve 

economies of scale and to remain focused , a family can eliminate the associated 

research and marketing costs by liquidating a relatively unique portfolio or selling 

it to other families. However, to attract more investors and expand their market 

share, they may also choose to keep a relatively unique portfolio. Hence, the 

uniqueness of a fund relative to other funds in the family may increase or 

decrease the likelihood of termination, depending on the trade-off between costs 

and market shares (Zhao, 2005) 

2.2.2. Family Level: Performance 

With respect to family performance, a family with superior performance 

should be less hesitant to liquidate a fund with poor performance and small size, 

because the benefits from a c1ean record for the family outweigh the negligible 

loss of management fees from the liquidated fund. On the other hand, families 

with poor performance have a higher propensity to sell re1atively unique 

portfolios to other families in order to stay focused by eliminating the special 

research and marketing costs associated with these relatively unique funds 

However, if the family decides to terminate a fund in the exit form of a 

within-family merger, assets of the target funds may still be preserved in the 

family after merging, regardless of whether the family has poor or superior 

performance. Hence, the relationship between family performance and the 

probability of a within-family merger can be either positive or negative. 

2.2.3. Objective Level: Number ofFunds 

If the number of portfolios with a specific objective is small, the 

investment objective may be minor or there may be few c1 ients who are fond of 

this objective. Although these rare funds with a particular objective might cater to 

the requirement of some particular investors by offi巴ring special assets 

management and trading strategies, they also entail special research costs and 
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marketing e釘orts. To achieve economies of scale and reduce cost, a family may 

eliminate a relatively rare portfolio by liquidation. In line with this reasoning, 

mergers may be more likely to occur in investment 0句ectives with fewer funds , 

because consolidation can more easily lead to a larger market share and achieve 

economies of scale in smaller investment objectives. However, to attract more 

investors and expand their market shares, a fund family may keep rare portfolios 

with a specific objective. Therefore, the relationship between fund numbers in the 

objective and the probability of liquidation and/or a merger depends on the 

trade-off between costs and market shares. 

3. Data and Empirical Methodology 

3.1. Data 

This sample of mutual funds was obtained 台om the Securities Investment 

Trust and Consulting Association of the R.O.C. (SITCA) and Taiwan Economic 

Joumal (TEJ). The TEJ database contains data on: fund name, fund family, 

inception date, daily net asset value, expense ratio, fund loads, fund category, 

daily return, net asset value (NA V), turnover ratio, total assets, and other 

characteristics of the fund . For funds that exited, the dataset has inforτnatlOn on 

when they exited, their history until then, whether they were liquidated or merged 

with other funds, and the identity of the acquiring funds in the latter case. This 

sample covers 624 open-end equity funds for the period 1997 to 2008. Over the 

sample period, 211 funds exited the market, with 115 mutual funds via liquidation 

and 96 mutual funds via merger. If a fund's age was less than two years when 

exiting the market, it was excluded from the sample because complete 

information could not be received. Based on this criterion, we excluded five 

liquidated funds and four merged funds from the raw sample. Therefore, the total 

sample considered consists of 110 mutual fund liquidations and 92 mutual fund 

mergers 

Table 2 shows the number of open-end equity funds increasing steadily from 

156 at the end of 1997 to 523 at the end of 2007. There was a steady increase in 

the number of fund companies before 2005, and they decreased afterwards. The 
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total net assets (TNA) of open-end equity funds increased from NT$556,958 

million in 1997 to the maximum value of NT$2,666,848 million in 2003 , and 

then dropped to NT$ I,571 ,381 million in 2008. Given the decrease in the total 

assets managed by the 臼nd industry since 2003 and the rapid increase in the 

number of mutual fun血， the liquidations and mergers among mutual funds from 

2003 to 2008 can be seen as one means of reducing what may have been 

perceived as an excessive supply. The ongoing consolidation of the tinancial 

services industry provided an incentive for fund families to combine funds , and 

reduce the number of fund offerings with similar objectives 

Summary Statistics for Open-end Equity Funds in the Taiwan Mutual Fund 
Market 

This table reports summalγstatistics of open-end equity funds from 1997 to 2008. The number of 
funds, number of fund comp叩ies， and total net assets managed in the mutual fund industry are 
presented. During the sample period, there was a steady increase in the numbers of open-end 
equity funds before 2007 and the number of fund companies before 2005, and they decrease 
afterwards. The ωtal net ass還ts (TNA) reached the highest le呵 1 during 2003 and then 
subsequently decreased 

Numbers of Mutual Number offund Total Net Assets of Mutual Fund 
Funds 
156 
200 
236 
301 
326 
362 
418 
466 
502 
508 
523 
497 

YearJy 

1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 

Table 2 

compames (Unit: million NT dollars) 
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745,962 
1,059,045 
1,096,717 
1,777,610 
2,181 ,164 
2,666,848 
2,481 ,256 
1,963,11 8 
1,966,524 
2,040,908 
1,571,381 

Table 3 shows the numbers and percentage of mutual fund liquidations, fund 

mergers and surviving funds over the sample period. It can be seen that there is a 

steady increase in the liquidations and mergers of mutual funds along with 

growth in the mutual fund industry. A total of 147 funds exited the fund market in 
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2005, 2006, 2007, and 2008, representing 72.8 percent of all exits. In particular, 

because of the financial tsunami in September 20的， total net assets and the 

numbers of mutual funds plunged from the end of 2007 to the end of 2008. Both 

the numbers of liquidations and mergers reached the highest levels of 40 and 24, 

respectively, in 2008. On average, 4.30% of equity funds exited the market during 

the sample period 

3.2. Statistic Methodology 

3.2.1. Measures of Performance 

According to performance measurement \iterature, past performance is 

predictive of future risk-a句usted returns in both the short run and longer run (see 

Brown and Goetzmann, 1995; Elton, Gruber and Blake, 1996). Besides raw 

returns, we also employed both Sharpe 's (1 964) single-factor model (CAPM) and 

Carhart 's (1997) four-factor model, which is based on the Fama and French (1993) 

three-factor model, to evaluate the equity fund's performance. The speci日cations

of the model are as follows 

R;, - R.ft = αi+β'i l *(R Mt - Rρ) +&it ， 
、
B
B

/

l ( 

Rit - R.ft = 血，叫1 * (R Mt 一 句)咐i2 * SMBt + βi3 *HMLt + βi4 *UMDt +旬 ， (2) 

where R it is the monthly retum of fund i at time t; R fi (risk-free rate) is the 

monthly time deposit rate from the Fist Commercial Bank at time t ; αt 合om (1) 

and (2) represents the single-factor return and four-factor retum, respectively; 
βij is the sensitivity of excess return on fund i to excess return on factor j ; 

RMrR.ft is the value-weighted market return on all TSEC stocks in excess of the 

risk-仕ee rate at time t; 5MBt is the difference in returns across small and big 

stocks at time t; HML t is the difference in returns between high and low 

book-to-market stocks at time t; UMD t is the momentum factor at time t, which is 
the difference in returns between stocks with high and low prior returns; and &it 

is the random error in month t. The 5MB and HML factors were calculated 

following the procedure of Fama and French (1 993), and the UMD factor was 
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computed following Carhart (1 997) , 3 

Table 3 
Numbers of M utual F und Liquidations and Mergers over the Sample Period 
This table shows the numbers of mutual fund liquidations and mergers during the sample 
period. The numbers of liquidations are larger than those of mergers. On average, 4.30% of 
~立“nds exited the market during the sample period 

Exits Funds Numbers 
Year Liguidations Mergers Total of 

Numbers % Numbers % Numbers % Survivors 
1997 0.64 。 0.00 0.64 156 
1998 。 0.00 。 0.00 。 0.00 200 
1999 。 42 。 0.00 0.42 236 
2000 9 2.90 。 0.00 9 2.90 301 
2001 9 2.66 0.89 12 3.55 326 
2002 2 0.53 13 3.45 15 3.98 362 
2003 4 0.93 6 1.40 10 2.34 418 
2004 3 0.63 4 0.85 7 1.48 466 
2005 6 1. 15 12 2.31 18 3.46 502 
2006 21 3.85 16 2.94 37 6.79 508 
2007 14 2.54 14 2.54 28 5.08 523 
2008 40 7.13 24 4.28 64 11.41 497 
Total 110 2.34 92 1.96 202 4.30 4495 

ln addition, the objective-adjusted annual holding period retums (OARs), as 

proposed by Khorana (1996, 2001), were also used to measure fund perforrnance 

OARs are defmed as the annual retum of a fund in excess of the corresponding 

annual retum of other funds within the same investment 0句ective . For each fund, 
OAR is computed as follows 

OARiI = [I1(1吋i./ ) 一 1 ]一[I1 (1 +RoJ 一 1]， (3) 

where 尺1 is the retum of fund i in month t and Ro.l is the average retum of all 

funds in the same investment objective in month t. This OAR measures the 

perforrnance of funds before and after the merger relative to other funds in their 

peer group. The same perforrnance measure is also applied in the liquidation 

situation except for the years after liquidation, since liquidated funds are not 

survival entities 

3 Please see h前p://mba.tuck .dartmouth .edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_Iibrary.html for detai1s 
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3.2.2. Flows 
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Because the subscription and redemption amounts are available in the 

Taiwan mutual fund market, this paper measures the magnitude of asset tlows 

directly using data on subscription amounts, redemption amounts, and 臼nd assets. 
We compute flows (Flow;./) by subtracting the redemption amounts from the 

subscription amounts, and then normalizing the result by the asset values: 

Flow;1 = [Subscripti on;.1 - Re demption u ] / Asset ;.1-1 (4) 

where Assetu is the total assets of fund at the end of month t, and 

Subscriptionu and Redemption;.1 are the redemption and subscription amounts 

of fund i during month t. The net asset flow is a measure of the difference 

between additional contributions into the fund and redemptions out of the fund 

Furthermore, we also calculated the objective叫justed net asset flow (0阿ective

net asset flow) , which is defmed as the net asset flow of fund i less the average 

tlow into all funds in the homologous investment objective 

3.2.3. Multinomial Logit Model 

To examine the possibility that the underlying motives may differ between 

mutual fund mergers and liquidation, this paper estimated a three-outcome 

multinomial logit model to investigate the distinction among different exit forms 

The fund family can dispose of funds in three ways: (0) keep the fund in the 

family; (1) liquidate the fund ; and (2) merge the fund into another fund within the 

same family. Of these three choices, we used the choice of keeping the fund as 

the comparison group to obtain insight into fund exit decisions by means of 

empirical dichotomies. Based on the values of family, objectives, and fund 

attribut凹， the probability of each condition was made as follows 

Prob (1'; = j) = 
exp(β'j X;) 

ì)xp(巧克)
, j = 0, 1, 2 (5) 
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where j and i stand for each choice and fund, respectively; and k, which also 
stands for each choice, takes a value 仕om 0 to 2. Prob (1'; = j) represents the 

probability, conditional on one of three choices, that the fund family may handle 

fund i. In order to correctly describe the explanatory variables and the importance 

of each factor, this paper classified these variables into three-level factors : Family 

Level, Objective Level, and Fund Level 

I.Family Level 

a.Fund number in the family is the total number of all other surviving funds in 

the family. 

b .Family net assetflow is the difference between the sum ofpurchase amounts 

across funds in the family and the sum of redemption amounts across funds 

in the family, normalized by the sum of net asset values in the fund family 

over the past period 

c.Family performance is the asset-weighted average of the objective叫üusted

returns of all other funds in the family 

2.0bjective Level 

a.Fund number in the objective is the total number of all other surviving funds 

with the same investment objective 

b.Objective net asset flow is the di征erence between the sum of purchase 

amounts across funds in the objective and the sum of redemption amounts 

across funds in the objective, normalized by the sum of net asset values in 

the objective over the past period 

c.objective performance is the asset-weighted average of the holding period 

returns of all other funds with the same investment objective 

3.Fund Level 

a.Fund size is the naturallog oftotal assets under management. 

b .Fund net asset flow is the flow of money into and out of the fund, normalized 

by the net asset values over the past period. 

c .Fund age is the time period of the fund from its start to its termination 

d .Fund pe吃formance is the holding period return in excess of the 

asset-weighted average retum of all funds with the same investment 

objective (i.e. , objective-吋usted performance) 
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e.Expense ratio is defined as the value of operating expenses and management 

fees given as a percentage of fund assets 

f. Uniqueness is defined as the only fund with a certain investment objective in 

the family (if the fund is unique, we regard it as 1; if the fund is not unique, 
we give it 0). 

Since performance and net asset f10ws may play a major role in important 

and long-term motives offund exit decisions, this paper included both one-lagged 

and two-lagged values ofthese two factors to reach a more precise understanding 

of their inf1uence. The regression model is described as follows 

1'; =α。 +β1 (fund number in fam砂)i .t - l + ß2 ( family net asset jlOW)i ,I_1 + ß3 ( 

family net asset jlow)小2 + ß4 ( family performance)i,l_l + ß5 ( family 

peφrmance)i，I_2 + ß6( fimd number in objective);,I_l + β'7 ( objective net 的set

jlow)昕一1+ ßs( objective net asset jlOW)i,I_2 + ß9 ( objective pe彷rmance)丸1- 1 + 

β10 ( objective performance)i.t _2 + β11 ( fund size)i.1 + β1 2 (戶nd net asset 

j!OWS)i ,t-1 + β'13 ( fund net asset jlow)小2+ β14 ( fund age)i ,t + β1 5 (fund 

peφrmance) ;，I_1 + β1 6 fund pe彷rmance)i.I_2 + β1 7 (expense 

ratio)小1 + ßI S (uniqueness);,1 + E:咐 (6)

where i, j and t stand for each fund, choice, and year, respectively ; α。 is the 

intercept;βq (q 1,2." 18) is the regression coefficient; and &;,1 is the 

residual. 

To depict the linear re1ations between variables, Table 4 provides the simple 

correlation coefficients, As shown, irrespective of family level, objective level, 

and fund level, performance and net fund f10ws were highly correlated with their 

lagged values, with the corresponding simple correlation coefficients ranging 

from 0.236 to 0.714. To further diagnose whether there is collinearity between 

variables, Table 5 reports the variance in f1ation factor (VIF) and conditional index 

IfVIF > 10 or the conditional index > 15, multicollinearity exists. Table 5 shows 

that there is no evidence of multicollinearity. In the following section, we present 

the empirical results 
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Table 4 
The Correlation Coefficient Matrix of Independent Variables in Multinomial Logit Model 

Among them, Xl is the number of funds in fami ly; X2 is fami ly net asset fl ow in year t-I ; X3 is family net asset Ilow in ye盯 t-2 ; X4 is famil y performance in 
year 叫 ; X5 is famil y performance in year t-2 ; X6 is the number of funds in objecti v嗨; X7 is obje氾 tive net asset flow in year 叫 ; X8 is objective net ass剖 flo叫

in year t-2; X9 is objective performance in year t斗 ; XIO is obj叫ive performance in year 凹; X 11 is fund size; X 12 is fund net asset fl ow in year t-l ; X 13 is 

fund n剖 asset flow in year 泣; X14 is fund age; X15 is fund performance in year t仆 ; X 16 is fund performance in year t-2; and X 17 is expense ratio in year 
t仆 ， X 1 8 is characteristic ofuniqueness. •• and' indicate significant at the 1 and 5 percent confidence level, respe氾t ively

XI X2 X3 X4 XS X6 X7 X8 X9 X IO XII XI2 XI3 X I4 

XI 

X2 0.086 '" 

X3 0.092 .. 0.686.. 

X4 0.1 00.. 0.084.. 0.103.. 

X5 0.167" 0.061 " 0.057.. 0.601" 

X6 0.004 0.068" 0.053 " -0.019" -0.052.. 

X7 0.135-. 0.399.. 0.367" 0.0 11 0.003 0.072" 

X8 0.070.. 0.209" 0.256.. -0.007 -0.028- . O. \30" 0.659 .... 

X9 -0.028" -0.035.. -0.014* -0.007 0.009 0.014* -0β73. . -0.036.. 

X10 -0 .01 4* -0.034.. -0.0 18.. -0.003 -0.013* 0.044" -0.060" 0.005 0.714" 

Xl l 0.249.. -0.035." 0.002 0. \05" 0.190" -0.034.. -0.027. . -0 .008 -0.056" -0.013 

XI2 0.043.. 0.340.. 0.299" . 0.032" 0.038.. 0.037". 0.266. . 0.170" 0.006 0.0肘。 149""

XI3 0.038" 0.368" 0.333 " 0.038" 0.050" 0.034" 0.295'. 0.178" 0 .0曲。ρ00 -0.102'" 0.707 '" 

Xl4 0.298 '" 0.087" 0.079" 0.010 0.030 '" 0.297..... 0.1 62' " 0.083'" 0.028" 0.055'" -0.045 ' " 0.115 '" 0.087 .... 

X 15 0.017' 0.005 0.029'" 0.0 \3 0.026'" -0.001 0.004 0.005 0.065" 0.06 '" 0.05''' ' 0.102" 0.193 ". 0.020" 

X16 0.009 0.063" 0.057 '* 0.243.. 0. 190 '" -0.029.' -0.04 '** -0.03 1** -0.01。一0.008 -0.004 0.118'" 0. 15". -0 .048 '" 0.236'" 

X17 0.015 0.109" 0..097 '" 0.109.. 0.065" 0.049 0. 106 0.007 0.09 1 0.003 0.309*. 0.201 *' 0.197 ' 0.094. 0.102.... 0.872* 

X18 -0.19 '*. 0.023 " 0.017 ' -0β26 " -0.025" -0.422'. 0.056" 0.041" -0.010 -0.005 -0.035" 0.014* 0.018' -0.117.' -0.012 0.004 -0.19 1" 

,18 XI7 XI6 XIS 

、斗
、、』
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Table 5 
Collinearity Dia j!ßostics 

This table reports the variance inflation factor (VIF) and conditional index to diagnose whether 
there are collinear between variables. lf VIF > 10 or conditional index > 15, the multicollinearity 
eXlsts 

Variables VIF Conditional index 

Family level 
Fund number(t- l) 1.382 1.258 
Net asset flow(t-I) 5.516 1.649 
Net asset flow(t-2) 5.321 1.7 10 
Pe由rmance(t- l ) 1.91 6 1.863 
Pe巾rmance(t-2) 1.970 2.131 

Objective level 
Fund number(t-I) 1.506 2.198 
Net asset flow(t-1) 2.226 2.551 
Net asset flow(t-2) 1.927 2.670 
Performance(t-l ) 2.285 3.783 
Perform個ce(t-2 2.280 4.0 17 

Fund level 
Size(t) 1.209 4.435 
Net asset flow(t-1) 6.362 4.596 
Net asset flow(t-2) 6.701 5.813 

Age(t) 1.231 7.1 56 
Performance( t-l) 1. 146 7.844 

PEeXrPhErmise arnacteIO(t(dt-) l) 
1. 162 8.352 
1.201 3.882 

Uniqueness(t) 1.436 4.827 

4.Empirical Results 

4.1. Fund Characteristics for Surviving, Liquidated Funds, and 

Merged Funds 

This section 自rst summarizes the fund characteristics for all surviving fun血，

liquidated fun心， and funds merged within a family. Table 6 presents the fund 

performance, net asset tlows and other fund characteristics, such as size, age, 
expense ratios, turnover ratios, and beneficiary. Panel A reports three fund 

performance measures : single-factor a lpha, Carhart (1997) four-factor alpha and 

objective-a句usted performance. Panel B describes the medians of other fund 

characteristics. Fund size is the total assets under management; “nd net asset 
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flow is the net flow (如nd inflow minus fund outflow) divided by total net assets; 

expense ratio is the value of operating expense and management fees as a 

percentage of fund assets; fund age is the period of time of a fund from its start to 

its terrnination; fund turnover is the turnover ratio of funds , which are estimated 

by adding the accumulative buy-in turnover and accumu\ative sel\-out turnover 

together; and fund beneficiary is the number of investors who buy the funds 

without redeeming them 

In panel A, al\ performance measures show the same qua\itative results 

Liquidated funds and funds merged within the same fami\y disp\ayed poorer 

performance than did the surviving funds. For instance, the objective-a你Isted

perforrnance of surviving funds was 0 . 155 percent, which was higher than the 

p巴rforrnance of liquidated funds (-0.22\ percent) and within-family merger funds 

(-0.137 percent). The risk-adjusted return of single-factor alpha and multifactor 

alpha also presented similar results, namely that poor perforrnance was an 

important deterrninant that correlated with the exits of mutual funds 

Table 6 
Summary Statistics 00 the Exit Forms 

This table pr臼凹的 the medians of fund performance, net asset flows and other fimd characteristics for the 
surviving fun品 ， liquidated funds and funds merged within a fami ly in one year befo呵 the liquidation or 
merger date. Panel A reports three fund performance measures: the obje圳、 e-adjusted perfo叫nance， the 
single-factor alpha, and multifactor alpha. Panel B presents the medians of other fund characteristics. Among 
them, fund size is the total asscts under management; fund net asset flow is the net flo附(如nd inflo叫 mmus

fund outf1ow) divided by total n剖 assets ; 如nd age is the period from the inception of a fund to i阻

termmatlO啊; expense ratto 的 the value of operating expense and management fees as a percentage of fund 
assets; fund turnover is thc turno叩er ratio of funds; and fund beneficiaries are lhe number of investors who 
b叫y lhe funds withoul redeeming them 

Surviving Liquidaled funds 
funds 

Panel A: Fund perfonnance (%) 
Single-factor a -0.033 -0.427 

0.435 
-0.22 1 

Multi-factor a -0.034 
objective-adjusted Perfonnance 0.155 

Panel B: Other fund characteristics 
Size (Million, NT dollars) 
Net asset tlows (%) 
Age (Months) 
Expense ratio (%) 
Turnover (%) 
Beneficiary (Numbers) 

1211.0 
-0.075 

66 
。. 13 6

158.922 
6302 

340.5 
-5.912 

44 
0.217 

139.377 
156 

Funds merge within a 
生型!y

-0.250 
-0.393 
-0. 137 

403 .1 
-2.326 

51 
0.149 

146.598 
939 
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Panel B of table 6 shows that the size of all defunct funds, especia l1y 

liquidated funds , was much smaller than surviving funds. Because a fund family 

could retain fund assets if it merged other funds within the family, the size of fund 

mergers within a family was a little higher than liquidated funds, and only the 

smallest funds left the mutual fund market in the exit form of liquidation. Besides, 
both Iiquidated funds and funds merged within a family suffered from net 

redemptions. Although the surviving funds also experienced net outflows, their 

net outflöws were smaller than those of the defunct funds. Compared to surviving 

fun血， younger funds had a higher propensity to cause liquidation than a merger 

with a fund within the family. Also, liquidated funds had the highest expense 

ratios, within-fami ly merged funds ranked second, and survival funds had the 

lowest expense ratios. This implies that funds without economics of scales are 

more likely to become candidates for exit funds. Furthermore, the liquidated 

funds had the lowest tumover ratio, and the surviving funds had the highest. This 

indicates a greater tendency of aggressive trading for surviving funds than for exit 

funds. Finally, the units of beneficiary were significantly lower for liquidated 

funds than for either funds merged within a family or surviving funds. The above 

results imply that the reasons for a fund being liquidated or merged within a 

family may differ. 

4.2. IIA Test 

A key property of the multinomial logit framework is the assumption of the 

independence of irrelevant altematives (IIA), which states that the relative 

probabilities of two options being chosen are unaffected by the introduction or 

removal of the other altemative. That is, the exit decisions represent three 

mutually exc1usive (independent) altematives: keep, Iiquidate, and merge. If the 

IIA property is violated, then the multinomial logit model wiU be biased. To test 

for the validity of the IIA assumption with respect to the fund exit 

decision-making process, we apply Hausman 's specification test (Hausman and 

McFadden, 1984). The strategy is to estimate the model with (the unconstrained 

model) and without (the constrained model) the other variables. If the IIA 

assumption is true, the constrained and unconstrained estimated coefficients on 
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the remaining categories should not be statistically different. The test statistic is: 

(bc - bu)'[ Cov(bc)-Cov(bu)r 
1 
(bc - bl/), (7) 

where bc and bu are the constrained and unconstrained coefficient estimates, and 

Cov( bc ) and Cov( bu ) are their estimated covariance matrices. This statistic has 

an approximate chi-square distribution with the number of degrees of freedom 

equal to the number of coefficients estimated in the constrained model 

As the test fails to reject the assumption of the independence of irrelevant 

altematives (l1A), we consider a multinomial logit model to be an appropriate 

specification for the exit choice. The estimation results are shown in table 7. As 

shown, IlA prope前y cannot be rejected at the 1 % significant level when one of 

the three altematives is dropped. Therefore, the multinomial logit model is an 

appropriate model for the estimation ofthis data. 

Table 7 
T'est of independence of irrelevant alternatives (IlA) 

This table reports the results for Hausman and McFadden test with three of the altemative 
dropped. The result indicates that IIA prope叫y cannot be r句ected at I % significant level 
Therefo惚， multinomial Logit model is an appropriate model for estimation ofthis data 

AItemative dropped Chi-Square Probability 

Keep the fund 0.0000 1.0000 

Liquidation 

Within-family merge 

4.3. Multinomial Logit Results 

0.0000 

0.4903 

1.0000 

0.9988 

Table 8 reports the results from the multinomial logit mode l. We considered 

two models with different specifications. ln Model (1), we compiled all level 

variables and considered all of them concu叮ently. To get a solid result, we 

perforrned a stepwise regression in Model (II) to obtain proper explanatory 

variables, and then took these variables into account. 

The results in Model (1) provide evidence of significant and negative 

relationships between liquidation probability and prior net asset f10ws into a fund 
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family. For example, one additional 1 % of net asset flow into a fund's family in 

year t-I reduced the 61.9% odds ofbeing in liquidation at year t. These findings 

were consistent with the prediction that families with lower fund flows are more 

likely to liquidate a fund for the sake of keeping the economies of scale. However, 
the decisions on fund exits were not associated with numbers of funds and the 

performance of a fami ly. Interestingly, when the evaluation was based on resu\ts 

at the objective leve\, the characteristics of the fund objective did not affect 

whether a fund exited or remained in the industry 

At the fund level , the likelihood of both liquidations and mergers was 

inversely related to fund size. The odds ratio on fund size was 0.051 , which 

indicated the odds of liquidation were 94.9 percent lower when a fund size 

increased one billion. Furthermore, poor past two year performances increased 

the probability of a fund exiting the market, either in the form of liquidation or a 

merger. Specifically, liquidation was followed by past one-year and two-year 

fund outflows; however, mergers were followed by past one-year fund outflows. 

An additional 1 % net inflow in year t-l (t-2) decreased the liquidation probability 

by 29.6% (9.0%), and the odds of being within-family merged decreased by 

37 .4% for a marginal 1% net inflow in year t- 1. This indicates that a fund fami ly 

tended to get rid of a poor performing fund with consequent two-year cash 

outflows, but merged a poor performing fund into other funds if it had 

experienced only one year cash outflows. Because the fund families desired to 

terminate poor performing funds but preserve their original investors and 

distribution channels, they chose the exit form of merger to sweep away funds 

with poor records provided that the poor performing funds had experienced 

short-term fund outflows 

Surprisingly, when taking other determinants into consideration, the 

decisions on fund exits were not associated with fund age. One possible reason is 

that, in Taiwan, though funds are rated when they have at least a three-year 

history, their performance is reported and ranked based on the investment interval 

of three-month, six-month, one-year, three-year, and five-year (see SITCA 

website). As a resu \t, fund age failed to affect the decision to exit. Finally, a fund 

exit decision did not depend on the expense ratio, or on whether or not the fund 
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was unique in a fund family . Although keeping a unique fund can maintain its 

market share, it also entails research and marketing costs . Thus, the trade-off 

between market share and the cost of keeping a unique fund makes uniqueness 

have no inf1uence on the exit decision. 

With respect to the effect of the interaction term of Net asset f1ow(t-2)x 

Performance(t-2) on both liquidation and a within也mily merger, a larger than 

one odds ratio implies the following : the worse the performance in year t-2, the 

greater was the effect of fund outf1ows in year t-2 on the possibilities of both 

liquidation and a within-family merger. Similarly, the more the fund outf1ows, the 

greater was the effect of poor performance on the possibilities of both liquidation 

and a within-family merger. Similar results were also found in the interaction 

term of Net asset f1ow(t-l)xPerformance(t-l) for the merge case, with one 

additional increase in this interaction term being accompanied by an additional 

1.2% odds ofbeing merged 

To avoid the potential effects from the financial crisis, Table 9 reports the 

results that exclude data with a Iiquidation date or merge date occurring between 

September 2008 and December 2008.4 The results remained qualitatively similar 

when excluding the financial crisis period. Specifically, the larger the fund 

out f1ows for a family in the previous year, the greater the Iikelihood of liquidation. 

Poor fund performance and smaller fund size increased the exit probability. A 

fund with both poor performing and poor long-term f10ws was more Iikely to be 

liquidated, but a poorly performing fund having sho品term fund outf1ows was 

merged with other funds within a family. The more the fund outf1ows, the greater 

was tbe effect of poor performance on the possibilities of both liquidation and a 

within-family merger 

Overall, in comparison with tbe hypothesized signs of the potential 

determinants in Table 1, fund size, fund f1ows, and fund performance had the 

expected signs for exits in both liquidations and mergers. Family f10ws also, as 

expected, had negative effects on decisions to Iiquidate. Though family size and 

performance, objective f10ws and performance, and fund age were expected to 

4 There were 9 fund liquidations and 6 within-family fund mergers from September 2008 to 
December 2008 
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negatively affect the decision to liquidate or employ within-family mergers, the 

empirical results did not provide significant evidence for this. Similar 

inconclusive results were found on the effects of fund numbers at the family level 

and at the objective level for both liquidations and within-family mergers, and on 

family f10ws for the within-family merger.5 

5. Wealth and Characteristic Effects Surrounding the 

R宜erger

Mergers can entail substantial consequences for fund investors. They can 

accompany a change in objectives and thereby affect fuωre retums. They can 

accompany changes in fund fees , which in tum affect investor performance since 

fund fees have been identified as an important determinant of fund performance 

(for example, see Elton, Gruber and Busse, 2004). By affecting either portfolio 

retums or fees, mergers can affect investors' wealth. The following sections study 

the wealth effects for fund investors, and examine whether fund characteristics 

changed after the merger. 

5.1. Fund Performance Surrounding the Merger 

This section examines the performance e任ects upon the investors of target 

and acquiring funds between the pre-merger and post-merger period. Table 10 

presents the alpha of a single-factor model and the alpha of a four-factor model 

for both target and acquiring funds. Moreover, we also repo此 the

objective-adjusted retums computed as the di在erence between the funds' annual 

retum and the average retum of all funds in the same investrnent objective 

As shown in Table 10, acquiring funds performed better than target funds 

regardless of whether they were measured on the basis of one-year or two-year 

retums before the merger date. These results held regardless of performance 

measures. For example, the single-factor alphas of the acquiring funds were 

5 Interestingly, Zhao (2005) has also presented some inconclusive results pe巾ining to family 
performance and objective performance, and has posited a significantly negative relationship 
between tbe probability of liquidation and fund numbers in the investment objective even when 
the relationship is expected to be inconclusive 
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-0.101 % in year -1 and -0.020% in year -2, both of whichwere significantly larger 

than the target funds of -0 .455% in year -1 and -0 .3 17% in year -2 

If the target funds were merged into the acquiring fun血， the fund family 

shifted to the combined funds (acquiring funds) the rights of clients who had 

initially invested in the target funds . Thus, investors in the target funds had the 

chance to share the benefits of the acquiring fund investors. Note that because 

only the surviving funds could be recorded after mergers, only the post-merge 

perforrnance of acqumng funds is reported in Table 10. As shown, the 

perforrnance of the combined funds in the postmerger period indicates that target 

fund investors benefited from the merger activi旬， which is consistent with the 

findings of Jayaraman, Khorana and Nelling (2002). Specifically, the 

single-factor alpha of the target 臼nds increased 0.312 percent and 0.427 percent 

from the year preceding the merger to years + 1 and +2, respectively. The 

multifactor alpha and the objective-adjusted returns also showed a similar 

perforrnance improvement of target funds from year . 1 to year + 1 and year +2 

The improvement of the target shareholders' perforrnance might potentially be 

attributed to the superior assets of acquiring funds and adrninistrative skills of the 

surviving fund manager. 6 

On the other hand, because of the deterioration in their fund performance, 
the acquiring fund investors were not as lucky as the target fund investors, a 

result confirrned by Jayaraman, Khorana and Nelling (2002). In comparison, the 

one-factor alpha of acquiring funds declined about -0 .110% from year -1 to year 

+ 1 and -0.023% from year -1 to year +2. Similar results were found when the 

analysis was based on the objective-adjusted retum and Carhart's four-factor 

retums. The deterioration in performance subsequent to the merger activity may 

be due to the inability of the manager to dispose of poorly performing assets that 

were held by the target funds prior to the merger, and to the inability to find better 

investment objects after the merger (Jayaraman, Khorana and Nelling, 2002). The 

outcome in this study was consistent with the Iiterature on corporate mergers, 
which indicates that investors of acquiring firrns suffer a definite wealth loss 

6 Additionally, since we estiroated the perfonnance and other fund characteristics for the four 
years surrounding the fund merge, only the sample before 2007 was analyzed 
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Table 9 
Multinomial Logit Model Estimates for Liquidation and Within-Family Merger: ExcIuding Financial Crisis 

A three-outcome multinomial logit model was used 10 investigate the distinction among different 叫it fomlS. The fund family can dispose funds by three choices: (0) keep 
the fund in the fami ly; (1) liquidate 出e fund : (2) a within-family mutual fund merge. The variables included fund numbers, n叫 刮目tfl側5， and performance 剖 the fami ly, 
。阿ective， and fund level. We also included fu nd size. age， 甜d 肌肉ueness 田 the analysis. .**, *., and" indicate s ignificant at the one, five, and ten per臼01， respectively 
The numbers of observations excluding financia l crisis are 斜，234 ， respectively 

Variables M血lell Modelll 

5.580 
Family Jevel 

2.404 0.882 
0.0 11 0.884 
0.395 8.704 
0.809 0.89 1 
1. 142 9.226 

Objecllve level 
1.490 0.9日2

3.920 0.024 
4.473 0.000 
0.906 0.901 
1.1 63 ∞o 

Fund level 
0.335 
0.52 1 
0.993 
0.993 
0.987 
0.962 
1. 104 
8.355 
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Chi-square 
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Table 10 
Performance Changes Following M u tual F u nd Mergers 

This table pr官sents the median values of single司 factor alpha, multifactor alpha and objective-adjusted 
retums for target and acquiring funds. Objective-adjusted retums are computed as the difference 
between the funds ' annual retum and the average retum on all funds in the same investment 
objective. We estimated performance for the four years following the fund merger. Year -1 is 
one-year prior to the m咕咕er month , and year -2 is two-year prior to the merger, etc. The changes of 
year relative to merger represent the difference of performance between po叫-merger and pre-merger 
periods for all acquiring funds. The first two p-values represent the significance of the di仔erence
acro俗 the target and acquiring funds in the years preceding the merger, and the last two p-values 
represent the significance of the characteristic variations for acquiring funds following the merger. 

Annualized Performance (%) 
Y'ear Relative to Merger Chan!!es ofYear 

-2 -1 +1 +2 -lto +1 p-values -lto +2 p-values 
Panel A: Single-factor Alpha 

Target 
-0.317 -0 .455 。 312 0,041 。 427 0.015 funds 

Acquiring 
疇。 020 -0 , 101 -0.111 0.040 -0.110 0.036 -0.023 0.078 

funds 
p-values 0.011 0.018 

Panel B: Multi-factor Alpha 
Target 

-0.463 -0.652 。 219 0.039 0.578 0.004 
funds 
Acquiring 

-0.249 -0.332 -0.429 -0.003 0,047 0 ,022 -0.004 0.023 funds 
p-values 0.011 0.019 

Panel C: Objective-a句usted retum 
Target 

-0.100 -0.137 0 ,045 0.089 。 114 0.054 
funds 

AhcBqdus lring 0.002 。 468 -0.100 -0.016 -0.192 0.003 -0.122 0.031 

ι工alues 0.001 0.004 

following a merger in a fiv令year empirical period (e.g" Agrawal, Jaffe and 

Mandelk前， 1992). 

Table 11 repo口s the results exc1uding the period of the 2008 g lobal financial 

cris的， and confirms the results in Table 10. The target funds performed worse than 

the acquiring funds during the pre-merge period. The investors of the target funds 

benefited from the merge activity since their retums increased from year - 1 to 

year + 1 and to year +2, regardless of the retum measure; however, the investors of 

acqumng funds suffered from deterioration in performance subsequent to the 

merger. 
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Table 11 

P erformance C h a n ges Following M u t u a l F u n d Mergers : Excluding t he 

Period of Global Fin ancial Crisis 
This table presents the median values of single-factor alpha, multifactor alpha and 
objective-adjusted retums for target and acquiring funds. Objective-a句usted retums are computed 
as the difference between the funds ' annual retum and the average return on all funds in the same 
investment objective. We estimated performance for the four 抖的 following the 臼nd merger. Year 
-1 is one-year prior to the merger month, and year -2 is two-year prior to the merger, etc . The 
changes ofyear relative to merger represent the difference ofperformance between post-merger and 
pre-merger periods for all acquiring funds. The first two p-values represent the significance of the 
di缸訪問ce in median across the target and acquiring funds in the years preceding the merger, and the 
last two p-values represent the significance of the characteristic variations for acquiring funds 
following the merger. 

Annualized Performance (叫
Year Relative to Merger Changes ofYear 

-2 +1 +2 -1 to + 1 p-values -1 to +2 p-values 
Panel A: Single-factor Alpha 

Thanrgdes t -0.072 -0.185 。 167 0.029 。 138 0.033 

Acquiring 
-0.025 -0.006 -0.009 -0.042 -0.049 。 074 -0.040 0.045 

funds 
p-values 0.051 0.019 

Panel B: Multi -factor Alpha 
Target 

-0.264 -0 .358 0.20 1 0.035 。 298 0.027 
funds 
Acquiring 

-0.197 -0.3 15 -0.147 -0.034 -0.096 0.017 -0.009 0.038 
funds 
p-values 0.048 0.062 

Panel C: Objective-adjusted retum 
Target 

-0.063 -0.032 0.006 0.191 0.033 0.087 funds 
Acquiring 

-0.061 0.166 -0.03 1 0.002 -0.293 0.008 -0.0 12 0.041 
funds 
主values 。 204 0.009 

5.2. Net Asset F lows S urrounding the Mer ger 

Table 12 presents the values of net asset flows and objective-adjusted net 

asset flows for target and acquiring funds before and after the merger. It is found 

that in the pre-merger period both acquiring and target funds experienced negative 

net asset flows, with the acquiring funds experiencing higher net asset flows than 

the target funds. In particular, the net asset flows of the acquiring funds in year -1 
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and year -2 were -0.799 percent and -1 .153 percent, respectively. However, the 

net asset flows of the target funds in year -1 and year -2 were -2.326 percent and 

-2.297 percent, respectively. In addition, in tenns of objective-adjusted net asset 

flows, both the target funds and the acquiring funds also encountered negative 

objective-adjusted net asset flows . The significant p-values indicate that the target 

funds suffered more acute net redemptions than the acquiring funds did before the 

merge r. This phenomenon suggests that the merger may have been motivated by 

the fund family 's managerial strategies. On one hand, the fund family eliminated 

poor-performing funds by merging; on the other hand, the acquiring funds 

attracted additional assets by merging. Hence, the fund family gained two 

advantages by a single move. 

In the post-merger period, both the net asset flows and the objective-adjusted 

flows continued to post negative retums of -1 .993 percent and -1 .362 percent in 

year + 1, respectively. The negative flows arose from the fact that the investors of 

acquiring funds redeemed assets from combined funds due to their deterioration 

in performance. Moreover, though the target fund investors could enjoy benefits 

together with the acquiring fund investors after the merger, the possibility 

remained that they might change their investment tactics and chose di仔erent funds 

in which to invest subsequent to the merger. This could lead to a pattem of net 

redemption after the merger. However, the right panel shows that the difference in 

the net asset flows of acquiring funds between one year before and one year (a 

two year period) after the merger was an insignificant -1.381 (-0.422) percent. 

Similar results were found in terms of the objective-adjusted net asset flows . This 

indicates that, even though cash kept flowing out the fund after the merge activi旬，

it was insignificant compared to the magnitude of outflows that occurred during 

the pre-merge period 

To avoid the confounding effects of the 2008 global financial crisis, we 

exc1uded the data from this sample period. As shown in Table 13, both target and 

acquiring funds suffered from cash outflows within the one-year and two-year 

period before the merge activity; acquiring funds also experienced insignificant 
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fund outtlows after the merge activity. T hese results are simi lar to those includ ing 

the financial crisis period. 

In summary, even though the combined funds suffer a decrease in 

performance in the post-merger period, the subsequent net outtlow of the 

combined funds is insignificant. This was consistent with many studi郎， based on 

both US and Taiwan data, namely that document an asymrnetric re lationship 

between fund performance and asset tlows, with a positive relationship between 

good performance and subsequent intlows but an insignificant relationship 

between poor performance and net outtlows (Ippolito, 1992; Chevalier and 

Ellison, 1997; Sirri and Tufano, 1998; Lin, 2004) 

Table 12 
C h a nges in Net Asset F lows a r ound F und Mer ger s 

This lable presenlS Ihe median values of nel assel flows and objeclive-adjusled nel as臼1 flows (as 
a percenlage) for largel and acquiring funds. Objeclive-adjusted net assel flows are c心mpuled as 
the di仟erence between the funds' annual net assel flow and Ihe average nel asset flows of all funds 
in Ihe same investment objeclive. Year -1 is one-year prior 10 the merger month, and year -2 is 山e

second year prior to Ihe merger, elc. The changes of year relative 10 Ihe merger represent the 
di仔erence of net as認1 flows between post-merger and the pre-merger periods for all acquiring 
funds. The first 1\νo p-values represent Ihe significance of the difference in median across Ihe 
target and acquiring funds in the years preceding Ihe merger, and the last Iwo p-values represenl 
the significance of characterislics variation for acquiring funds following the merger 

Year Relative to Merger Changes ofYear 

-2 -1 +1 +2 -lto +1 -110 +2 

Panel A: Net asset flows 

Target funds -2.297 司2 .3 26

Acquiring funds - 1. 153 -0.799 -1.933 -0.972 -1.3 81 -0.422 

p-values 0.000 0.000 0.146 0.747 

Panel B: Objeclive-adjusted nel assel flows 

Targel funds -2 .3 72 -2.378 

Acquiring funds -1. 191 -0.862 -1.362 -0.462 -1.449 -0.421 

p-values 0.000 。 000 。 . 156 0.4 18 
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Table 13 

Changes in Net Åsset Flows around Mutual Fund Mergers: ExcIuding the 

Period of Global Financial Crisis 
This t油le presents the median values of net asset flows and objective叫Uusted net asset flows (as a 
percentage) for target and acquiring fu且ds. Objective-adjusted net asset f10ws are computed as 出E
difference between the funds ' annual net asset flow and the average net 的set f10ws of all funds in 
the same investment objective. Year -1 is one-year prior to the merger month, and year -2 is 由e

second year prior to the merger, etc. The changes of year relative to the merger represent the 
difference of net asset flows between post-merger and the pre-merger periods for all acquiring 
funds. The first two p-valu閃閃prese叫t the significance of the difference in median across the target 
and a心quiring funds in the years preceding the merger, and the last two p-values represent the 
significance of characteristics variation for acquiring funds following the merger 

Target funds 
Acquiring funds 
企旦控豆豆

Target funds 
Acquiring funds 
乙旦出2

Year Relative to Merger Changes ofYear 
-2 - +1 +2 -1 to +1 -1 to 司令2

Panel A: Net asset f10ws 
-0.020 -0.025 
-0.007 -0.006 -0.018 -0.017 -0.015 -0.008 
0.039 0.033 0.491 0.574 

Panel B: Objective-adjusted net asset flows 
-2.027 -2.500 
-0.680 -0.686 -1.489 -1.731 -1.450 -0.918 
0.000 0.000 0.102 0.199 

5.3. Other Characteristics Effects Following a Merger 

Table 14 presents the values of asset size, expense ratio, fund tumover, and 

units of benefit for target and acquiring funds surrounding the merger. First of a l1, 

in the years preceding the merger, the size of the acquiring funds was larger than 

that of the target funds. Specifically, the size of the acquiring funds for one year 

and two years prior to the merger was 478.9 million NT dollars and 709.0 million 

NT dollars, respectively. However, the corresponding size of target funds was 

only 313.5 miIlion NT dollars (514.6 million NT dollars) in year -1 (-2) . 

Furthermore, in comparison of size, the target and acquiring funds in each of the 

pre-merger years were statistically and significantly different (p-value = 0.000) 

In the post-merger period, the size of acquiring funds increased slightly 企om

478.9 to 493 .2 (524.3) million NT dollars in year + 1 (+2). The difference in the 

size of acquired funds increased significantly. This increase in size can partly be 

attributed to the merger ofthe assets oftarget funds . But the redemptions after the 

merge activity made the post-merger assets less than the combined assets of target 
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and acquiring funds (493 .2 < 313.5+478.9). Based on the above results, we infer 

that an important motivatio n for a fund merger is to achieve economies of scale.
7 

Hence, in the materia l be low, we detect the variation in expense ratio in the pre

and post-merger period to determine whether a merger can reduce the expense 

ra tio by ac hiev ing economies of scale 

Table 14 

Chan~es in Other Characteristics Concernin~ Mutual Fund Mer~ers 
This table presents the median values of assets (NT dollar盲， millio明) ， 缸md turnover (percent), and 
beneficiary(numbers) for target and acquiring funds. We estimate characteristics for the four ye訂S

fo llowing the fundmerger. Year -1 is one-year prior to the merge month, and year -2 is tbe second 
year prior to the merger, etc .The changes of year relative to the merger represent the di fferences of 
fund characteristics between thepost-merger and pre-merger periods for all acquiring funds. The 
first two p-values represent the significance ofthe difference in median across the target and 
acquiring funds in the years preceding the merger, and the lasttwo p-values represent the 
Significance of the variable characteristics for a叫uiring funds following the merger 

Target funds 
Acquiring funds 
企旦控笠

TAacrqguelt rf1nug ndfs unds 

p-values 

TAacrqguettrhmgndRs Inds 

p-values 

Target funds 
Acquiring funds 
ι工alues

Year Relative to Merger Changes ofYear 
-2 -1 + 1 +2 -lto+1 -lto+2 

Panel A: Assets, million 們T dollars) 
514.6 3 13.5 
709.0 478.9 493.2 524.3 5.970 10.740 
0.000 0.000 0.056 0.046 
Panel B: Expense ratio (%) 
0.148 。 149
。 133 0. 138 。 144 0.1 28 0.002 -0.001 
0.062 0.033 。 308 0.038 

Panel C: Turnover (%) 
170. 1 146.6 
175 .5 148.8 15 1.5 182 .4 13.008 27.688 
0.134 0.635 。 731 0.926 

Panel D: Beneficiary (numbers) 
1341 1073 
1940 1657 2632 2448 339 22 1 

0.017 0.00 1 0.000 0.063 

1n the first year (year - 1) and the second year (year -2) before the merger, the 

median expense ratios of the acquired funds were 0.149 percent and 0 . 148 percent, 

respectively, which were s ignificantly higher tha n the 0 . 138 percent and 0 .1 33 

7 Due to the lack of confidence in the merger activi吟" some investors withdrew their money from 
the combined funds. This consequently led to the increase in fu nd size being moderate after the 
merger 
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percent expense ratios of the acquiring funds. To investigate if the merger could 

reduce the expense ratio, we calculated the difference in expense ratios between 

the pre-merger and post-merger periods. The results show that even though there 

was no signi ficant change in the expense ratio of the acquiring fund one year after 

the merger (year + 1) (p-value = 0.308), the expense ratio decreased significantly 

in the second year after the merger (year +2) (p-value = 0.038). The reduction in 

the expense ratio of acquiring funds in the second post-merger year suggests that 

the combined funds gained efficiency and improved significantly after the merger. 

The evidence of dec1 ine in expense ratios indicates that fund investors would 

benefit from reducing expenses if a fund family were to achieve the economies of 

scale via mergers 

With respect to fund turnover, target and acquiring funds did not have any 

significant difference in fund turnover in the one year and two year pre-merger 

periods. The acquiring funds also did not show any significant changes in 

turnover ratio between pre- and post-merger periods (p咱value = 0.731 and 0.926). 

This suggests that the mutual managers ' trading strategies did not change 

following the merger activity. 

Finally, we compared fund beneficiaries between target and acquiring funds 

before and after the merger. In Table 14, the numbers of beneficiaries of target 

funds are smaller than those of acquiring funds in the years prior to merging, and 

the difference across the target and acquiring funds in the pre-merger period is 

significant, especially in the year before merging (year -1) (p-value < 0.01). The 

phenomenon of the target funds having fewer beneficiaries could reflect the poor 

performance of target funds. Fund beneficiaries, in order to protect their own 

property, will choose to redeem assets when they are conscious ofthe funds ' poor 

performance or become aware of poor fund management. 

In the post-merger period, the numbers of beneficiaries of the combined 

funds increased from 1657 to 2632. The right panel shows that the increase in 

fund beneficiaries in the years following the merger is significant (p-value 

0.000 and 0.063 at years + 1 and +2, respective\y). The increase resulted from the 

fact that the beneficiaries, originally be\onging to the acquired funds , were shifted 

to the acquiring funds , and they shared benefits with the beneficiaries of the 
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acquiring funds after the merger. However, because of the redemptions after the 

merge activi旬， the post-merger number of beneficiaries 日 less than the 

combination of target and acquiring funds (2632 < 1073+ 1657). The increase in 

fund beneficiaries was less in the second post-merger year than it was in the first 

year, indicating that some additional investors withdrew their money from the 

combined funds afterwards because these funds did not perform well subsequent 

to the merger. 

Table 15 
Changes in Other Characteristics Concerning M utual F und Mergers: 

Excludin~ the Period of Global Financial C risis 
This table presents the median values of assets (NT dollars, million), fund tumov釘 (percent) ， and 
beneficiary (numbers) for target and 的quiring funds. We estimate characteristi cs for the four years 
following the fund merger. Year -1 is one-year prior to the merge month, and year -2 is the second 
year prior to the merg鯽， etc. The changes of year relative to the merger represent the di作erences of 
fund characteristics between the post-merger and pre-merger periods for all acquiring funds. The 
first two p-values represent the significance of the difference in median across the target and 
acqulfI且 g funds in the years preceding the merger, and the last two p-values represent the 
Significance of the variable characteristics for acquiring funds following the merger. 

Target funds 
Acquiring funds 
企旦世E

TAacrqgue1t rhing ridfs unds 

p-values 

TAacrqgueit nanms dfs unds 

p-values 

Target funds 
Acquiring fullds 
ι丘lues

Year Relative to Merger Changes ofYear 
-2 -1 + 1 +2 -1 to + 1 -1 to +2 

Panel A: Asse峙， million (NT dollars) 
459.8 309.0 
742 .4 489.0 492.2 524.3 5.970 19.532 
0.000 0.000 0.058 0.029 

Panel B: Expense ratio (%) 
0.148 0.148 
0.146 0.145 。 146 0.145 -0.000 -0.00 1 
0.194 。 215 0.387 0.041 

Panel C: Tumover (%) 
22 1.5 144.0 
194 .3 157.2 159.8 182.4 3.568 9.042 
0.048 0.241 0.729 0.8 16 

Panel D: Beneficiary (numbers) 
1456 1241 
2337 2373 3329 3291 540 313 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.014 

Table 15 reports the values of asset size, expense ratio, fund tumover, and 

units of beneficiary for target and acquiring funds while excIuding the period of 

the global financial crisis. Similar to the results found in Tab!e 14, target funds 

had a smaller size and a smaller number of beneficiaries than acquiring funds 
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during the pre-merge period. Through merging other funds' assets, acqumng 

funds had more fund assets under management and the number of beneficiaries 

increased from year -1 to year + 1 and to year +2. Acquiring funds also had a 

decline in expense ratios in year +2, which indicates that the target and acquiring 

fund investors would benefit from reducing expenses if a fund family were to 

achieve the economies of scale via mergers . 

6. Conclusion 

When mutual-fund investors are con企onted with poor performance, they 

often head for the exits. Increasingly, fund companies are doing the same. They 

exit by merging weak funds into better performers, or by liquidating a fund 's 

holdings and returning the proceeds to investors. This paper examined the 

determinants of the mutual fund exit forms , liquidation and a wit血hin-晶mily

merger, as well as the subsequent impacts on fund investors after a merger. lt was 

found that the likelihood of a fund exit was inversely related to fund size, fund 

performance and fund tlows, regardless of liquidations and mergers. Specifically, 

we found that a fund family may liquidate a poor-performing and long-term 

outf1ow fund , but it will merge a poor-performing fund with another one within a 

family if the 臼nd has experienced only short-term fund outf1ows. This 

phenomenon may be attributed to the fact that, following a merger, a fund family 

can retain valuable client sources and distribution channels within the farnily, if a 

fund with poor performance has short-term asset outf1ows. However, fund 

outf1ows at the family level only a釘ect the liquidation decisions 

Acquiring fund investors in our study experienced a significant deterioration 

in performance subsequent to the merger activity. In contrast, the target fund 

investors appeared to b巴nefit 企om these combinations， 的 their fund 's 

performance improved in the year after the merger. The difference in performance 

between acquired and acquiring funds suggests some wealth transfer effects from 

investors of acquiring funds to the target funds . In addition, the net asset f10ws 

continued to remain negative for the combined fund in the year following the 
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merger. This indicates that a merger may not be a remedy to improve the net 

redemption of acquiring funds unless the performance of combined funds 

improves after the merger. However, the greater assets under management after a 

merger prove that the action of merging real\y adds to the economies of scale 

After a fund family achieves economies of scale in operations, the expense ratio 

of combined funds following the merger decreases 
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